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Introduction

Microplastics are small fragments of larger plastic products and are typically classified as being smaller

than 5 mm. These plastics comes from variety of sources, such as cigarette filters, textile fibers, personal

care products and many larger plastic products broken down. The microplastic is extremely small that

makes it difficult for us to notice its existence, but its influence cannot be ignored because these plastic

have the potential to harm our environment and a threat to marine mammals and humans. We’ve

discovered microplastic in sand samples from Lemon Creek, a beach in Staten Island, New York City.

Our purpose for this research is to know whether Staten Island have a problem with Micro-plastic?

Background Information

What causes the growth of micro-plastics are from human activities. Many people who visited the

Lemon Creek Beach liter and these liter sits there for a long period of time that sunlight and heat on

the beach speed up the breakdown of plastics into microscopic pieces and the plastic that debris on

the beach becomes faded, brittles and these debris break down to microplastic/microfibers.

In the year of 2012 Hurricane Sandy hit Lemon Creek Beach and many boats that were settled

there got damaged. These damaged were break down into pieces and landed on the beach water

which cause the beach to have full of boat's left over and as time passed by these leftovers

were break down to microplastic.

During Hurricane Sandy, numerous boats were pushed ashore or sunk, and more than four hundred

feet of bulkhead destroyed.

Field Work: Location where we collected our samples:

This is Lemon Creek Beach, located

at Staten Island, Hylan Blvd

This was the location where we collect our sand samples

A meter tape was placed on the surface vertically in order

to determine distance from the high tide line. We are

collecting samples using a cylinder shape container
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Method:

The samples were brought back to the lab room and were 

placed in a beaker to be dried for a week in 50-degree Celsius 

low-heat oven in order to dry the sediments before sieving

• We took the samples out from the oven and weighed it long

with the beaker, on a scale in grams

• Pour the sediments into the sieve in every sample. The top sieve

is more than 300um and the bottom sieve less than

300um. Cover the sieve up and place it into the sieve shaker to

shake it for 15 minute and the purpose for this is to separate the

size of the sediment to determine different sizes of

microplastic present.

• After being shaken for 15 minutes, we see that

all sediments particles are in place. In every samples, pour

the more than 300um and less than 300um on

separate sheets of paper. Then weigh each sample along with

the beaker

• We later found out that there was organic matter in

the samples, so we used hydrogen peroxide to get

rid of it. We place 4 samples on the hotpot for 80-

degree Fahrenheit

These are samples Lemon Creek 2-5

300um-1mm, Lemon Creek 2-6

300um-1mm, Lemon Creek 5 300um-

1mm, and Lemon Creek-8 which

contained organic matter, so we removed it by

pouring 30ml of hydrogen peroxide and let it

sit for 5 minutes place it on the hot plate and stir the

sediments on the hot plate for 30 minutes, allowing

all organic matter to react. Organic matters were

removed from LC2- 5 and LC2- 8 and LC sample 5

and 6 were still reacting so we added 10ml hydrogen

peroxide on the samples that are still reacting. After

the organic matters are removed, we start the density

separation process.

- To prepare for density separation we have do

a saturated solution NaCl (salt)

As you can see the color of sample LC-6 300um 

are changing while it sits for 10 minutes

We have discovered microplastic in two locations

that are location in Staten Island, NY. One is the

Lemon Creek and the second location is in South

Beach. In South Beach we have collected samples

and did many research. The sands in South Beach

were sorted and full of mud covered on the

samples. We found out there were many micro-

fibers, plastic and less organic matter.

Lemon Creek sand wasn't much sorted but full of

organic matters and due to lack of time,

we are unable to do deep observations about

Lemon Creek.

Perform density separations using NaCl 

and filter supernatant
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Conclusion:
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Microplastic has been a great concern and a

threat to our environment. Especially to the

marine mammals and humans. The marine

mammals ingest micro-plastic it wouldn't break

down and will stay in their body and we eat them

which means we are eating micro-plastics too. If

the micro-plastic is in our body, it will affect our

health. To reduce the growth of micro-plastic, we

should reduce the use of single use plastics,

recycle properties, participate in a beach or river

cleanup and avoid products containing

microbeads.
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